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Abstract
Functional integration processes gain more and more importance in lightweight engineering. In this
paper we discuss how to improve fibre-reinforced composites with structurally integrated condition
monitoring systems, suitable for predicting failure behaviour. Especially commercially available and
tested silicon sensors, but also new developments are well-suited for this intention. We present a
smart semi-finished textile with integrated silicon sensors for in-situ conditions and process monitoring
in fibre-reinforced composites. It consists of a textile substrate tape with integrated electrically
conductive fibres and various silicon sensors, applied by micro-injection moulding. A so-called
“interposer” is used as an electrical adapter between the microstructures of the sensor system and the
mesostructures of the textile. The key technology used for the encapsulation and electrical contacting
of the sensor nodes is a two-stage two-component micro injection moulding process, allowing for a
cost efficient and application specific mass production. As proof of concept we chose the injection
moulding process to investigate the influence of the fabrication process on all electronic components
with a silicon stress measurement chip. We performed in-situ measurements of temperature and inplane mechanical stress for different glass fibre contents of the PA6 melt and tool temperatures and
compared the results with a finite element simulation.

1
1.1

Introduction
Motivation

The importance of high-performance fibre-reinforced composites used in lightweight engineering for
complex highly loaded structures is rapidly increasing worldwide [1–2]. To protect them from
unpredictable failure behaviour such as fibre cracking or delamination, structures are currently
oversized in most cases – not compliant to the idea of lightweight design. The main objective of
“MERGE Technologies for Multifunctional Lightweight Structures” is to improve lightweight engineering
with energy and resource efficient hybrid structures suitable for large-scale production. Therefore, it is
essential to establish structurally integrated condition monitoring systems [1–5].
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1.2

Integration concept

The intention of our investigation was the integration of sensor systems into fibre-reinforced structures
for the purpose of in-situ condition monitoring over the whole service life of a product. Therefore,
especially commercially available and tested silicon sensors are well-suited to this end, but new
developments can be taken into account as well. The main objective in this work was the development
of a smart lightweight semi-finished textile, ready for integration into hybrid structures (i.e. by
laminating, injection moulding or vacuum infusion) to consistently predict and monitor faulty behaviour
over the service life of the structural part. The integration of the smart textile into a continuous orbital
tape winding process illustrates the feasibility of this technology [6]. As shown in figure 1, the smart
semi-finished textile consists of a textile substrate tape with integrated stitched or woven electrically
conductive fibres, serving as a substrate for a so-called interposer. The interposer is holding the
sensors and readout electronics (ASIC), acting as a mechanical protection for downstream integration
processes and as an electrical adapter between the microstructures of the sensor system and the
mesostructures of the textile. The key technology used for the encapsulation and electrical contacting
of the sensor nodes is a two-stage micro injection process, allowing for a cost efficient and application
specific mass production. Due to the modular design of the interposer, the same injection moulding
tool can be used for a large variety of silicon sensor types.

Figure 1: Sketch of the integration concept [4]
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2.1

Figure 2: Smart textile without (a) and with (b)
encapsulation

Materials and methods
Interposer

Figure 2 shows a demonstrative part with the developed interposer on a textile tape. In addition to its
adapter functionality, the interposer with a modular design allows an easy expansion of the sensor
portfolio without the need for redesigning expensive moulding tools. The 10x10 mm² interposer
consists of a multi-layer FR4 PCB with a 0.2 mm substrate and a 1.2 mm thick frame. The frame PCB
protects the inner electrical components from downstream integration processes. Reflow soldering is
used to electrically connect the electrical components on the PCB, whereas in most cases the sensor
chips require wire bonding, except for chips using flip chip technology. For a cost-efficient production
of the interposer, through-hole plating is possible only on the lower substrate PCB. The electrical
connection between upper and lower PCB as well as to the conductive fibres on the textile can be
achieved through micro injection moulding of an electrically conductive polymer whose geometry is
defined by the injection moulding tool and drill holes. The selection and evaluation of suitable sensor
types and especially their read-out electronics made up another important focus. Therefore, three
different sensor types (figure 3) were evaluated: a mechanical stress and temperature measurement
chip (SMC), an ambient pressure sensor and a three axis acceleration sensor.
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Figure 3: Selection of sensor types
The stress measurement chip (figure 3a) allows an in-situ determination of stress states before, during
and after the assembly steps, i.e. during fabrication and testing of new packages. Additionally, the chip
is able to measure the temperature in each cell based on the temperature dependence of the
threshold voltage of the NMOS transistors. For this, calibration is required. This system was used for
the online measurement of in-plane stress and temperature development during the encapsulation
phase. In this investigation we used chips with a size of 1.7 x 1.8 mm² and a thickness of 0.2 mm. An
array of 6 x 6 cells offers 36 measurement points for stress and temperature along the in-plane chip
surface with a high read-out rate of 63 ms per cell.
In addition to the SMC and as a sensor for potential applications of the smart textile we chose the
commercially used pressure sensor BMC_SE103 (figure 3c) to measure the pressure as well as outof-plane loads on the chip surface online during the injection moulding process. The sensor has an
etched microscopic thin silicon membrane over a sealed cavity with a defined pressure. A change in
pressure on the outside of the membrane leads to a deflection in direction of the lower pressure, which
can be measured by the help of piezo resistive layers on the membrane. Sensors with a pressure
range of 1 bar, 600 bar and 1000 bar were tested. The control and read-out circuit is based on a
microcontroller which uses a serial I²C bus.
Furthermore, vibrodiagnostic methods are well-suited for structural health monitoring [7, 8]. In state-ofthe-art applications piezo or MEMS (Micro Electro Mechanical System) acceleration sensors are
placed on the surface of the monitored structure to measure dynamic vibration behaviour. In fibrereinforced composites failure behaviour such as fibre cracking or delamination leads to ultrasonic
waves propagating through the solid body, which can be detected by these sensors. In most
applications no long-term measurements are possible, whereas continuous long-term measurements
can be carried out with the developed smart semi-finished textile. Therefore we selected a three axis
acceleration sensor BMA250 developed by Bosch (figure 3b) with an integrated ASIC. It detects
acceleration and tilt angles in all three spatial axes.

2.2

Textile substrate

The integration of conductor structures was tested on modified versions of established methods of
textile technology, such as embroidery, weaving and knitting. The objective was to achieve a flexible
processing and integration in fibre composite structures using the textile properties of the tape. In the
embroidery process conductive material can be transferred to any textile via a special feed spool. The
conductor paths are fixed along the geometry between upper and lower thread (figure 4a) [9]. This
technology allows a high flexibility regarding conductor structures, the substrate material, and
especially the conductive materials. In addition, this ensures a gentle handling of the filigree
conductive fibres. In contrast to embroidery, weaving technology offers the advantage of continuous
product manufacturing. In addition, the chosen textile structure with hidden conductor paths protects
the conductive fibres against external influences and also improves the component’s appearance in
near-surface applications. In this substrate for sensor elements in fibre plastic composites, glass fibre
yarns and four skeins of copper wires with a defined distance to each other were processed as warp
material (figure 4b). The electrically conductive material can be integrated during the knitting process,
the result is shown in figure 4c. This technology was very easy to use in terms of cycle times and the
flexibility of setting new process parameters. Both the thickness and permeability of the substrate were
disadvantageous because of the combination of stitches and the glass fibre yarn as well as the low
structural elongation of the conductor material.
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Figure 4: Variously produced textile substrate tapes of glass fibres with integrated conductor paths
a) embroidered, b) woven and c) knitted

2.3

Tool concept for micro injection moulding

The two-stage two-component micro injection moulding process involves the electrical contacting and
encapsulation of the components of sensor networks. In the first step the sensor node is positioned on
the textile and electrical contacts are moulded with an electrically conductive polymer using a threeplate injection moulding tool. The cavities for the interposer and the contacting structure are located in
a central plate and the gating system is arranged between the central plate and the nozzle side plate.
The textile substrate is passed between the ejector side plate and the central plate. Due to this
arrangement the sprue is separated from the contacts during the opening of the injection moulding
tool. This prevents short-circuiting of the conductive paths through the sprue. In the subsequent
injection moulding process the interposer is encapsulated with an insulating polymer and mounted on
the textile using another injection moulding tool. The encapsulation polymer can be adapted according
to the intended application. The sensor node is mounted on the textile substrate by impregnation of
the textile with the encapsulation polymer [10]. The micro injection tools for producing the electrical
contacts (a) and the encapsulation (b) of the sensor nodes are shown in figure 5.

Figure 5: Micro injection moulding tools for a) contacting and b) encapsulation of the sensor nodes

2.4

Conductive functionalised polymers

The electrically conductive polymer is based on the ultra-low viscosity polypropylene (PP)
homopolymer Moplen HP2774, supplied by LyondellBasell (Rotterdam, The Netherlands). Due to its
very high melt flow rate of 1200 g/10 min (ISO 1133; 230 °C / 2.16 kg) it allows high levels of
conductive fillers and a good flowability of the compound. With the aim of an optimised electrical
conductivity two different conductive fillers were used. Multi-walled carbon nano tubes (CNT) were the
first conductive filler chosen. For this, we used a PP-based masterbatch with 20 wt% of CNT (Plasticyl
PP2001, Nanocyl S.A., Sambreville, Belgium). High conductive carbon black particles (CB)
(Ketjenblack EC-600JD, Akzo Nobel GmbH, Düren, Germany) were the second filler. The combination
of both fillers shows a lower electrical resistivity than the individual fillers, even at the same filling level.
In the compounds with both fillers the volume resistance is dominated by the CNT-loading. With a
higher amount of CNT the resistivity decreases exponentially. Analogously, the CB-fraction dominates
the contact resistance between the metallic electrodes and the polymer. However, higher amounts of
fillers increase the viscosity of the compounds significantly [11]. Based on previous experiments [11]
the combination of 8 wt% CNT and 8 wt% CB is a good compromise between low electrical resistivity,
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low contact resistance and good processability of the compounds by micro injection moulding. Higher
filling levels lead to strongly increasing viscosities and thus the compounds cannot be processed.

2.5

Investigation of the integration processes

In this study the industrial fabrication process of injection moulding was chosen to prove the
integration in harsh process conditions. Therefore, interposers with SMC sensors are used to evaluate
the influence of encapsulation processes on the electronic components. Figure 6 depicts the stages
from the assembled sensor chip on an organic substrate up to the end of the integration process
where the sensor node is completely encapsulated. During this injection moulding process the change
of the in-plane stresses and the temperature of the chip were measured in-situ [12].

Figure 6: In-situ injection moulding process monitoring with SMC, stages of integration process: a)
bare SMC mounted on an interposer, b) encapsulated interposer on a flex substrate, c) sensor
node positioned in the cavity before injection moulding, d) integrated sensor in PA6
The first step of the investigation was a feasibility study. Therefore samples with and without a primary
encapsulation (glob top) material were used for the integration process. The in-situ temperature and
stress of the entire process were successfully measured. The results are shown in figure 7.

Figure 7: Results of the feasibility study of samples with and without primary encapsulation (glob top)
of SMC during injection moulding
Figure 7a shows the temperature evolution. Ten seconds after the measurement started, the heated
tool was closed and the injection began. The temperature increased immediately and reached up to
170 °C and 110 °C, respectively. The difference is caused by the glob top (GT). The heat flow to the Si
chip is reduced when the glob top covers the sensor. Thus, a lower temperature is measured. After
100 s, the injection moulding process was finished and the tool opened. At this time, the final
temperature of 60-70 °C was reached. Correspondingly, figure 7b presents the stress induced during
the injection moulding process at a typical cell from each of the eight samples. Here, the different inplane stresses are shown. They allow the assessment of the residual stresses inside the package and
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can also be used for the verification of the simulation results. The stress evolution is different for two
sample types, i.e. with and without a glob top. The samples with glob top showed a high stress peak of
-160 MPa during the injection starting at 10 s and the pressure phase finishing at 35 s, which declined
rapidly. This is a reaction to the pulse generated by the injected material, which is transferred to the
chip surface covered by the glob top. In the following cooling phase, the stresses decrease and reach
the state that occurred before the injection moulding process. Statically speaking, the glob top not only
lowers but also homogenizes the in-plane stresses induced by the moulding process. By contrast, the
samples without a glob top showed a stress impact of less than 10 MPa during injection but one of 40 MPa during the subsequent cooling phase. The molten material did not lead to significant stress
while clear differences in static stresses developed along and perpendicular to the direction of
injection during solidification. Hence, the glob top material had a significant influence on stress und
temperature monitoring. A comprehensive Finite Element Analysis (FEA, ANSYS 17) was performed
in addition to experimental tests. The computed lateral mechanical stress distribution was compared to
measurement results which were induced by the injection moulding process (figure 8). The experiment
results, shown in figure 8a, demonstrate the average stress across four samples which range from 8 MPa to -48 MPa. The simulation result matches the experimental findings very closely (see figure
8b). The stress is in the same range (-12 MPa to -39 MPa) and the stress distributions show the same
pattern. Additionally, the influence of process parameters has been investigated after the method had
been proven by the feasibility study. The cavity temperature was changed from 50 °C to 100 °C and
the glass fibre filler content of the PA6 melt was varied from 0 % to 30 %. The results of this
investigation are shown in figure 9.

Figure 8: Difference of in-plane stresses induced by injection moulding – experiment (a)
and simulation (b)

Figure 9: a) Average temperature and b) mechanical stress during injection moulding process with
different process parameters of cavity temperature and glass fibre content of PA6 melt
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Figure 9a presents the temperature evolution. The starting temperature equals the cavity temperature.
Maximum temperatures of 140 °C and 110 °C are measured at the sensor surface during the filling of
the 240 °C melt. Hence there is no critical thermal load on the electronical sensor node. Figure 9b
shows the mechanical load measured by the SMC. All samples register an input during the filling
phase and pressure phase. Afterwards, the loads decrease. An influence of the cavity temperature
can be determined. A colder cavity causes a lower stress input on the stress sensor. However, there is
no significant influence of the glass fibre filler content on the mechanical stress.
To evaluate the quality of the integration process we performed a cross section and computed
tomography (CT) analysis (figure 10).

Figure 10: Characterisation of the integrated sensor node by means of a) cross section and b)
computed tomography analysis
In the cross section of figure 10a the interfaces between the injection moulding encapsulation and the
glob top encapsulation do not show any voids or cracks. The interface between the silicon stress
sensor and the glob top material also exhibits good adhesion. Concerning the quality of the chipadhesive interface, the cross section and CT scan (figure 10b) show voids.

3

Summary and outlook

In this work, we presented a novel integration concept of silicon sensors into large-scale fibrereinforced semi-finished products with the feasibility of in-situ process and condition monitoring.
Different silicon sensor types for the detection of temperature, mechanical stress, acceleration and
pressure as well as different textile substrates were evaluated for their use in harsh integration
processes. A two-stage two-component micro injection moulding process was chosen for the electrical
contacting and encapsulation of the sensor nodes and the influence of filler particles (CNT, CB) on the
electrically conductive polymer was studied. As a feasibility study we performed injection moulding
experiments using different tool temperatures and filling contents of glass fibre on a SMC sensor
node. The results of the in-situ measurements and CT analysis of the specimens match those of our
finite element simulations very closely. As a result the smart textile proved to be well-suitable for the
monitoring of mechanical stress induced by an injection moulding process. Future works will address
studies on the electrical behaviour of the conductive polymer, which are still in progress and could not
be presented here in detail. Also, a hybrid textile substrate will be tested for further integration
experiments due to its better impregnation properties.
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